
Communication  & Literacy    
  
                                  
   
 
 

 
   Naming/ matching sea creatures -  pictures or words and     
                                                                       pictures.  
  
  Using communication boards and LAMP devices to name 
creatures, make choices + answer questions about the    
stories 
 
  Vocalising or signing key words 
  
  Sharing fiction and non-fiction books about the topic 
 
  Matching short sentences to pictures 

Sensory and play experiences      
  Sensory trays (slime, water, foam, rice, sand) 
 

  Small world play  
 

  Water play 
 
  Sand play   
 
 Food play  

Creative and expressive arts 
 
Digital art - programmes/ websites 
                   - switch maker 
 
Photography - using kidizoom cameras 
 
General art skills 

 
 
 
 

 
      

Music - songs on topic powerpoint 
            - adding instruments into songs to represent the  
               different creatures.  
            - Visual scores using different sea creatures rhythms   
                and above instruments.  

Kingfishers Summer 2024 Numeracy & Cognition 
  

 Counting activities and songs linked to topic 
   
 Jigsaws at various levels 

 
 
 

 Practical addition activities linked to topic.  
 
 Big and Little practical activities for those children it’s      
relevant to.  
 
 Using Clicker to read and create simple sentences   
  about the topic.  
  
 Typing (names and keywords) and mark making on the       
interactive whiteboard.  
 
 Simple coding   

Physical Activity 
 

Swimming , Rebound, Shadow Dance 
Regular trips out of school - walks in the local community 
 Visits to  pet shops, aquariums etc linked to topic 

Knowledge and Understanding of the world 
     

  To recognise creatures that live in water  (see 
Lit activities above) + small world play           
experiences. Visits to Sea Life & Blue Planet.  
 

 To understand that creatures live in different 
habitats - link to last term - sorting toy         
animals into the right area of a multihabitat 
tough tray, sorting pictures of creatures  onto 
the correct photo habitat.  
 
 
 
  To know we wear certain clothes in different weathers - 
modelling for the children during outside play that we put 
on/take off coats depending on rain/ sun etc  
• Display board near their coats - linked to weather in 

Hello group 
• Dressing dolls in appropriate clothes for the weather.  
 
Exploring the concepts of Wet and Dry through play  - see 
sensory play experiences    

 

Self Care skills 
 

Toileting - social stories, verbalising  requests, routines 
 

 Washing and showering with more 
independence —following visuals  
   


